
a warning for the reader:

these passages are sentimental words.  words by one perhaps visiting kifissos, 
faliron bay, athens, greece for the first time.  sentimentality is crude, but avail-
able to each one of us.  a researchless tool, for it is its own research.  senti-
mentality is a tool one uses to house a moment, a time, to keep it and own it, to 
make it indistinguishable from one’s self, the only way to keep it from disappear-
ing.  

these passages are sentimental words.  if this visitor revisited, the new words 
would certainly be less sentimental.  if that revisiting visitor stayed here a life-
time, the words would become even less sentimental, rather, they would bundle 
themselves around more refined and more understood and articulated experi-
ences, moments, and lifetimes.

it is the hope of the writer that you too are seeing kifissos, faliron bay, athens, 
greece for the time as well, perhaps through your eyes, or perhaps through 
these words.

douglas paulson





to find psyttaleia:

if one day you should go with some friends on a short trip for pleasure.  
and if you should decide to take that trip by way of peiraias and its fast 
or slow boats for a cool dip in the sea launched from an island’s hot 
rocks, you’ll pass psyttaleia.  athens will disappear slowly: it’s dust col-
ored haze halo will become indistinguishable from the brown cloud that 
follows your boat like a toxic shadow over the azure water.

one of the last things you’ll see of athens is the bright lights of solar-
batteries that dot the coast.  as you notice these lights, ships will sur-
round you.  one, two, four, four dozen.  they sit enormous and still in the 
faliron bay, holding, waiting for a crew or an order, or a reason to begin 
or finish.  five dozen.  each one different, each one with a different sky-
line made from machinery, cranes and lifting mechanisms.  

when you see a fleet of motionless oil-laden and oil-covered industrial 
cities, you’ll know you’ve missed psyttaleia.

you’ll see psyttaleia on your way back.  on a crowded boat at the end of 
a day of bliss, of sun, of skin, and of water, the swimmers and sunbath-
ers will sit quietly, resting, unable to sleep, trying now to protect skin 
from the sun.  you’ll know psyttaleia when one tired passenger looks 
up, points, and says: look! something’s burning!





A view of  Psyttaleia, the sewage treatment plant, taken from a ferry. 





to find the kifissos:

get off the train at the stadium, faliro
notice the space
the chairs spread out under umbrellas
fast food
people eating, 
dwarfed in all this space

turn around, 
see the bridge, 
see the highway,
walk towards the highway, but follow the stadium
as if to circle it

you’ll see a security guard
ask about kifissos,
but he won’t know.
he’s just a smart-ass kid in his uniform

retrace your steps slightly,
but turn under the highway, 
through the graffitied tunnel

and here comes a woman, ask her directions
she knows exactly

through the graffitied tunnel
cross the street
up the stairs
now you’re on the highway
the tracks pass below
down the stairs
but first turn, you’ll see the enormous stadium behind you
consider taking a photograph, but keep moving instead
down.

down in the street
neighborhood
tree lined streets
houses
old and older.
people are walking slowly
some streets are lined with modest shops
ask directions



from this point until you find it,
ask directions from everyone you meet.
you’ll know the way, 
the directions will be redundant, or confused, or wrong,
but ask anyway, 
ask to learn something more than a simple combination of 
streets.

it’s everything else, not the directions, that will tell you what you 
want to know.

this is a real neighborhood, quiet streets, and no one is in a hurry
everyone you see lives here in this quiet

pass houses and houses and houses
walk in the shade of the trees
asking directions every time

and soon you’ll be at the thinnest street.
and the longest wall, 
thick concrete
thick graffiti
thick salty sulfur

there are short stairs here,
follow them up
it’s a short climb
cross the iron bridge halfway
lean over the railing
look down

and now take the photograph.

*if you turn back, down the stairs to the thinnest street follow the 
wall, see the restaurant’s chairs on the street, despite the sulfur.  
but return by way of the neighborhood you came through, don’t 
follow the wall further.  don’t follow its tunnels or take its stairs.  
you might see a pickup truck with a p.a. system mounted on top 
speeding under the overpass with two young gypsie girls wres-
tling in the back.  but save that trip for another day.  now retrace 
your path, stopping, perhaps for a coffee and a break from the 
sun.





to find the faliron:

as you’re walking along the water you will come to a wall covered in graffiti, half ruin, 
half long and thin raised football field.  you’ll know it’s this wall, because it will block your 
view of the sea.  boys will be running on top, chasing their invisible enemies.

but their danger is too great. instead, an old man will answer your question.  he’s stand-
ing on top too.  he is standing still, so you didn’t see him at first, but he didn’t see you at 
first either as his eyes were on the sea.

through the door in the fence, he points.  

the water, lost behind the long wall-fragment, appears again.  a concrete marina.  
yachts, speedboats.  one is long and black and fast.  you can see inside.  like a hotel’s 
lobby, you might think.

behind you ends a long line of the stores for these yachters.  clothing with fine threads, 
the accoutrements to fill these floating personal heavens.  don’t look in their windows.  
you’re traveling by foot.  there’s nothing for you there.

put these shops to your right, keep the water on your left.  

now if the sun is hot, you’ll see chairs and umbrellas.  it’s the shade of these umbrellas 
that takes you there.  a coffee, a cool bottle of water.  ask the man carrying the ham-
burger on the perfect porcelain plate.  he’s considering, and you might notice the odd 
height of the burger, its lettuce and tomato and its bun sit on it with unappetizing preci-
sion.

the concrete, the sun.  a fence.  you’re on the outside of this one.  keep the water on 
your left.  the road reappears. the water is lost now. you’re shoulder to shoulder with a 
man protecting the driveway on your left, the driveway you’re headed towards.  as you 
ask him, you examine him too, the same way he examines you.  he takes his time an-
swering, he answers with questions.  he’s studying you.  his uniform is naval, his shirt is 
perfectly white.  his shoes, which he wears without socks, appear to be his own, not uni-
form.  discussion.  

he points you down the road he is protecting.  battleship.  battleship.  the largest flag 
you’ve ever seen.  a long building, no, a long roof held up by posts.  a wooden recon-
struction.  squeezed under this roof, it’s less impressive.

when you pass it again, you’ll notice the oars, wonder if they’re long enough.  they’re in 
three layers, the bottom layer has leather sleeves that the oars disappear into.  a mea-
ger protection, you think.

but instead of turning back, you’ll head to the corner of the yard.  it’s a crumbling con-
crete surface, a bit of a hill.  survey.  that water reappears just in front of you now.  you’ll 
find yourself looking over another fence, trees, on the other side are little boats.  fisher-
men’s boats.  a few trailers line this pier.  



it’s quiet here.  you’re seeing the back side of this place, itself the back side of this city.  
you might notice a black line, a cable, running from the power line to this back side.  it’s 
attached to a low structure.  the trees block your view of this attachment, but you know 
because it emerges just over there, a long and perfect curve now hanging just over your 
head.  you could reach up and touch it, easy.  homemade.

on the other side of that fence you turn yourself sideways slightly and slip into the 
space between two low buildings.  the shade in this forgotten slice feels good, but you 
shouldn’t rest there, this is a private space.  step out.

a few tables.  old chairs.  a few old men, one young one.  there are two clocks on the 
walls, one on the outside of the trailer, one inside.  one has stopped, one is working, 
maybe.  these men are repairing their nets,  exchanging a few slow words.  behind you 
the door of the second trailer is also open.  the lights are out.  you can see a long metal 
sink.

your question is answered with a nod to another, together you step inside the trailer.  the 
young man doesn’t speak.  the oldest man has a single tooth, twice as long as any of 
your teeth, but perhaps his gums are gone.  he has a modest pot belly, so he must eat 
alright.

his desk.  a folder.  papers.  a few wrinkled forms, some stamped.  treated without much 
regard.  shuffle.  find one.  he’ll tear it in half.  and then tear the half in half.  a name, a 
phone number, a few phone numbers.  put it in your pocket.  save it.

linger in the shade under that corrugated roof.  linger with these men and examine them 
as you examined the navel officer and as he examined you.  wonder about the young 
man.  wonder if he’s an anomaly, a young one in a dying trade.  you’ll see the man in 
dirty overalls sitting next to the man in the clean white t-shirt, his hands are busy.  he’s 
focused. 

out from under the shade, the concrete, the water, boats.  small boats.  each a patch-
work of repairs.  each a floating house, or rather a home away from home.

around the corner of the next building in this line.  step up.  again umbrellas, again ta-
bles.  men eating, relaxing.  a small restaurant.  a small cup of water, please.  no, a bot-
tle for a euro.  an omlet? no.  this place is only for its group.  this place is both modest 
and exclusive.  their silence will be aimed at you, it will speak for them.  

now, take that water, leave your euro. sit there, under the umbrella.  sit and look, yes, 
it’s breaking their rules, but if they won’t talk, answer your question with your eyes.  
don’t worry, in a few minutes you can drift away, continuing on your course.  see the 
walls.  faded posters of athletes.  athletes in the water, athletes with trophies, athletes 
standing together years ago. stopped clocks now.

linger no more.  back into the burning sun, your walk is hurting you now.  it wouldn’t help 
much, but follow the shade, here and there, another building, a tree.  keep your eyes on 
the boats. here’s a man repairing one, painting it.  here’s a shopping cart pulled from the 
water.  its metal frame has doubled its diameter.  it’s covered in growth.  it must have 
been under there a long time.



water.  sun.  a bit of shade.  sun.  boats. find your way now, examine, wonder.  you’ll find 
the most beautiful boat, and soon one that’s even prettier.  follow your eyes now.  every-
thing is a discovery.  move quickly when you’re hot.  pause for a moment when you see 
a clue.   what is this place?

the line of fishermen’s buildings are behind you now, the water curves and so do you, 
remembering to keep the water on your left.  the pier is gone, this is a parking lot.  the 
boats are not in the water but standing on stilts. you’ll see only the bottoms, the hidden 
part.

the fishermen’s buildings are behind you. now, a boat.  a collection.  a construction.  a 
home away from home? more than that!  a boat on stilts, inseparable from the piles of 
wood collected below it.  inseparable from the plywood crown that sits on top of it.

when you’re ready, circle it.  fabric stretched from the top to the ground.  a table, a car.  
the car completes the tent, its doors closed on the fabric.  there’s a man under this cov-
er.  without  doubt, without hesitation he’ll call out to you.  take comfort in his ease.  go.  
bend over to step into his tent.  a chair for him.  a bucket for you, lean your back against 
the ladder.  

without doubt, with hesitation he’ll answer your question like none other.  he’ll speak de-
liberately, clearly, a story he’s told many times.  obsession.  

sit with him while he talks.  he’s talking not for you but for himself.  see his yogurt on the 
table. not a table but a piece of wood on barrels. notice the cans of greece, the buck-
ets of sealant.  tomato bits in a dish on another can.  scraps.  he won’t stop eating, he’ll 
apologize for continuing. tools. everything here is special. on the ground outside the tent 
is a mountain of cigarette butts.  

he’ll talk.  faster and faster, but with the same deliberate precision: the mayor’s yacht 
and the fishermen’s boats.  displacement.  corruption.  the old athens.  the new athens.  
collision.  betrayal.  folders of maps.  the old bay.  the new bay.   folders of documents.  
where can a fisherman go?

sit on your bucket, and listen to the man in the tent, but keep your eyes moving: with 
each question answered there are more questions raised. 

ask him: how long will you be here? 
until it’s finished. he’ll say. 

  








